Central nervous mechanisms in the generation of the pattern of breathing.
The role of the Bötzinger complex (BötC) and the pre-Bötzinger complex (pre-BötC) in the genesis of the breathing pattern was investigated in anesthetized, vagotomized, paralysed and artificially ventilated rabbits making use of bilateral microinjections of kainic acid (KA) and excitatory amino acid (EAA) receptor antagonists. KA microinjections into either the BötC or the pre-BötC transiently eliminated respiratory rhythmicity in the presence of tonic phrenic activity (tonic apnea). Rhythmic activity resumed as low-amplitude, high-frequency irregular oscillations, superimposed on tonic inspiratory activity and displayed a progressive, although incomplete recovery. Microinjections of kynurenic acid (KYN) and D(-)-2-amino-5-phosphonopentanoic acid (D-AP5) into the BötC caused a pattern of breathing characterized by low-amplitude, high-frequency irregular oscillations and subsequently tonic apnea. Responses to KYN and D-AP5 in the pre-BötC were similar, although less pronounced than those elicited by these drugs in the BötC and never characterized by tonic apnea. Microinjections of 6-cyano-7-nitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione (CNQX) into the BötC and the pre-BötC induced much less intense responses mainly consisting of increases in respiratory frequency. The results show that the investigated medullary regions play a prominent role in the genesis of the normal pattern of breathing through the endogenous activation of EAA receptors.